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SAFETY  I S  THE

TOP  PR IOR I TY  WHEN

US ING  GUNS .



INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS PREVENT GUN MISUSE.

Users of guns will understand the responsibility associ -

ated with owning a gun. Safe, responsible handling in

compliance with the law is the top priority. Conventional

safety solutions, however, are often inadequate. Accidents

and tragic incidents occur over and over again with fatal

consequences. Ever since Armatix was founded, the com-

pany has focused on the development and market intro-

duction of highly innovative gun safety technology. Today,

guns can be rendered safe within seconds to ensure that

they will not be misused.
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The situation.



THE ONLY RELIABLE OPTION FOR PREVENTING

MISUSE: SECURING THE WEAPON ITSELF.

With a mechatronic weapon lock, you can lock your

gun in seconds flat. All you need to do is insert a locking 

device in the muzzle on a hand gun or the cartridge

chamber on a long gun and lock it. Releasing the

lock requires authentication via personal PIN code or

biometric fingerprint, which gives you access as the

sole authorized user. Armatix is the specialist for

patented, retrofit-friendly locking devices for all current

handgun and long gun types: incredibly easy to use,

with the highest level of protection against misuse.
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The best solution.

Control unit

Police weapons

Military weapons

Hunting weapons

Sports weapons

. . .

Locking element



THE PERFECT SAFETY APPLICATION.

Our locking elements are inserted into the barrel or

the cartr idge chamber of a weapon and locked to 

prevent misuse. There is a wide range of calibers to

suit both handguns and long guns.

Armatix locking elements.
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223 Rem. 

5,6 x 50 Magnum 

5,6 x 50 R Magnum 

5,6 x 52 R 

9,3 x 72 R 

6,5 x 54 Mannl. Sch.

6,5 x 55 SE 

8 x 60 (S) 

7 x 57 

7 x 57 R 

5,6 x 57 

6,5 x 65 RWS 

6,5 x 65 R RWS 

8 x 57 IS 

6,5 x 57 

6,5 x 57 R 

8 x 57 I(R) 

8 x 57 IRS 

7 x 64 

7 x 65 R 

270 Win. 

280 Rem. 

30-06 Spring. 

30 R Blaser 

243 Win. 

308 Win. 

9,3 x 62 

375 H&H Magnum

9,3 x 74 R 

7,5 x 55 Suisse 

6,5 x 68 

8 x 68 S 

9,3 x 64 Brennecke 

7mm Rem. Mag. 

300 Win. Mag. 

270 WSM 

300 WSM 

404 Rimless 

Cal. 20 Gauge

Cal. 16 Gauge

Cal. 12 Gauge

9mm Para 

40 S&W 

45 ACP 

38/357 

44 Rem. Mag. 

LONG GUN

HANDGUN



HANDGUNS

For handguns, you push the control

unit and the locking element together

and insert the locking element into the

barrel, giving it a quick push to lock it.

LOCKING ELEMENT

The locking element is inserted into

the barrel or cartridge chamber using

the control unit. It can only be taken

out again by entering a PIN code or by

personal fingerprint with our biometric

control unit.

BREAKDOWN GUN

Long guns are locked by inserting 

the locking element into the cartridge

chamber by hand as you would do

with a cartridge. Using the control

unit, you can remove the locking 

element.

REPEATER AND AUTOMATIC WEAPONS

There are also different long gun con-

trol units with a curved adaptor for

repeater and semi-automatic weapons.
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SAFE AND EASY TO USE.

Simply insert a locking element in the muzzle on a

handgun or the cartridge chamber on a long gun and

lock it. The weapon is now secured against misuse.

The locking element is available in a wide range of

calibres.

Armatix Quicklock.
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INHERITED GUN LOCKING SYSTEM.

Our Armatix Trustlock System offers an innovative, univer-

sally applicable solution for locking inherited guns, and is

approved under the German Firearms Law by the National

Metrology Institute (PTB). The system has several compo-

nents: the locking element, the control unit, and the new

Trustlock Center. This controls the unlocking code, making it

available for access by the authorized user. In addition, it

also logs the access procedure. The Trustlock Center

uses a server-based IT infrastructure.

Armatix Trustlock.

The retailer 

carries out locking and unlocking
procedures.

The agency

monitors the locking of weapons and
manages the procedures.

The Trustlock Center (TC)

logs the locking and unlocking procedures and manages passwords and 
lists of authorized users.



STATIC WEAPON SAFETY AT ALL TIMES.

Armatix Baselock is a static weapon locking device for

all popular handguns. The modular system is secured

in a holder, and can be used on a table, wall or other

separate location as required. The individual modules

are set in a row, but each weapon is locked individually,

and can only be removed using the PIN code. There is

also the option of removal via fingerprint or transponder

technology. Armatix Baselock is a adequate alternative

for a Gun Safe – the "Mobile-Safe".

SEPARATE LOCATION

Each Baselock and Baselock Station

can be linked up to a central location.

This makes options like the removal

and return of individual weapons,

user definitions and access to alarm

devices etc. available.

SEPARATE LOCATION LOCKER

Whether in the domestic or public

sphere, at the shooting range or in

the gun room – we have a tailored

solution for you.

TABLE LOCATION

With Armatix Baselock, not only is the

weapon protected against un authori -

zed removal, but the magazine, as

well. 

WALL LOCATION

The perfect solution for the display of

weapons on the trade floor, at a trade

stand or in a museum. And for mobile

applications, Baselock can also be

fitted into vehicles.
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Armatix Baselock.



A SYSTEM THAT MEETS YOUR EVERY NEED.

The Armatix team of experts develops patented, retrofit-

friendly locking devices for all handgun types (police,

military, sports and hunting weapons): incredibly easy to

use, with the highest level of protection against misuse.

This is particularly useful in cases where it is not possible

to secure a weapon in a gun safe - for transport, while 

traveling and for temporary storage.

QUICKLOCK LOCKING ELEMENT

The device covers both handguns and

long guns – the only difference being

that a hand gun is locked via the

muzzle, and a long gun via the car -

tridge chamber.

QUICKLOCK CONTROL UNIT

The control unit is the electronic key

to the locking element. Authentication

is via PIN code or biometric fingerprint

technology. A control unit can be 

used to lock a large number of locking

elements and weapons as required.

ARMATIX TRUSTLOCK

Trustlock is an add-on to Quicklock

for managing passwords from a cen-

tral point. This makes it possible to

provide a large number of users at

several locations with weapon locking

and unlocking options.

ARMATIX BASELOCK

The static weapon locking device for 

all popular hand guns. The modular

system is secured in a holder, and can

be used on a table, wall or other sepa-

rate location as required.
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Comfort and security.



BEST CONNECTIONS.

The Armatix SmartGun weapon is a pistol with integrated

locking electronics and actuators that make it possible to

activate and deactivate the weapon safely and reliably. 

The weapon connects up to the radio wrist watch via the

locking electronics, launching an authentication procedure.

The weapon is automatically activated within a predefined

distance. The weapon cannot be activated from the out -

side by any other means. 
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Armatix SmartGun.
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FROM NOW ON, THINGS WILL BE DIFFERENT.

With the Armatrix SmartGun concept, access to and

use of a gun is only possible for the person duly

authorized. This new concept revolutionizes the

field of guns handling safety in an incredible way.

Should a weapon be snatched, stolen or lost while

in use, it is automatically deactivated and rendered

unusable.

RADIO WRIST WATCH

To activate the wrist watch, the

author ized person’s fingerprint must

first be read by the wrist watch.

AUTHENTICATION

An internal database compares the

current fingerprint against stored

prints and responds accordingly.

ARMATIX WEAPON

In principle, the Armatix SmartGun 

concept can be fitted to all types of

handgun or long gun.

PROGRAMMING

The Armatix SmartGun concept con-

sists of a weapon that requires locking,

a biometric radio wrist watch and a

system programming device.
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Armatix SmartGun.
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team of experts develops intelligent systems which

prevent the misuse of guns - e.g. by children and young

people – and only allow authorized persons to use the

respective guns. Patented Armatix technology delivers

highly innovative solutions.

YOUR SAFETY IS OUR MISSION.

Increasing numbers of people are falling victim to the

misuse of guns. To combat this, Armatix GmbH was

founded in 2004 as a specialist producer of digital

gun safety systems. Our highly motivated, innovative

Armatix GmbH.


